SMOKERS BY THE THOUSANDS
NOW CHANGING TO CHESTERFIELD
the ONLY cigarette ever to give you...

1. PROOF of LOW NICOTINE HIGHEST QUALITY
The country's six leading cigarette brands were analyzed—chemically—and Chesterfield was found low in nicotine—highest in quality.

2. A PROVEN RECORD with smokers
Again and again, over a full year and half a group of Chesterfield smokers have been given through medical examinations... the doctor's reports are a matter of record. "No adverse effects to the nose, throat and esophagus from smoking Chesterfield." A responsible independent research laboratory sponsors this continuing program.
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Fulbright Awards
Send Americans Abroad To Study
Students Must File Applications Before October 31

Faculty Footnotes

Buildings Needs
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Students To Read For Story Hour

Campus Chest Drive To Begin
Solicitors To Visit Group Houses
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SC Approves Financial Act;
Hears Reports
Movie, SC Elections To Highlight Assembly

Campus Chest Drive To Begin
Solicitors To Visit Group Houses
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Campus Chest...

We can't fail in our dollar drive for the Campus Chest despite the personal schedule of any student. This year, no student will be excused from the drive on the ground that he has an appointment or a test... 

Common-Sense

All the things are as you are. So is the world, the universe, the galaxy, the solar system... the world is made up of the same things, the same elements, the same building blocks... the world is made up of the same things, the same building blocks. It's the same in every sense... the same in every sense... the same in every sense...

Confusion...

Most of us seem to be a bit mixed up about the things we do. We're not sure what we believe, we're not sure what we're doing, we're not sure what we're getting out of it. We're not sure what we're getting out of it. We're not sure what we're getting out of it.

Communications

The Editor...
AAUW Offers Fellowships For Advanced Study

Scholarships To Include Graduate and Doctorate

The American Association of University Women, District 47, has announced that applications are being accepted for its annual fellowship program. The program includes graduate and doctorate fellowships. All applicants are encouraged to apply. Scholarships are open to all women 24 and over who are citizens of the United States and who are planning to continue study or research in the arts, sciences, or professions.

Women Who Meet Standards Eligible

Eligible candidates should have completed at least one year of graduate study, but not more than two years, and should be planning to continue study in graduate school.

Business Teachers Will Convene Here Today

On Thursday, the Business Teachers' Association will meet at the Hotel Waldo. The conference will bring together teachers from throughout the state to discuss various topics related to the teaching of business subjects. The event will feature discussions on curriculum development, teaching strategies, and the latest trends in the field.

Press Bureau To Release Notices

The Press Bureau has announced that it will release notices for the upcoming season's games. The notices will include details on game dates, times, and locations. The bureau is encouraging all interested parties to attend the games and to support their favorite teams.

Radio Council Broadcasts At Veteran Hospital

The Radio Council has announced that it will broadcast from the Veteran Hospital. The broadcasts will feature a variety of programs, including music, news, and interviews. The council is inviting all members to attend the broadcasts and to contribute to the program.

Siena Players To Dramatize Othello

The Siena Players will be presenting their production of "Othello." The play will be performed at the Performing Arts Center. The Siena Players are a group of dedicated students who work together to bring the stories of Shakespeare to life. The play is open to the public and tickets are available at the box office.
French Language Groups Begin Fall Activities

Business Students Will Take Trip

Rivalry Events Feature Football, Soccer, Sing

Veterans Hear 'Foster' Program

DE Club To Sponsor Merchandising Clinic

Music Council Will Sponsor Faculty Concert

Dance Saturday To Terminate Annual Campus Chest Collection

Council Releases Assembly Plans; Rivalry Scores

AD To Present Comedy, Drama Faculty Cookies Tuesday Night

Religious Clubs Plan Activities

Speaker To Discuss Slated Amendment

College Heights States Annual Open House